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(+1)8433527914,(+1)8433506600 - https://www.grouchos.com/locations/mt-pleasant

The menu of Groucho's Deli from Mount Pleasant includes 16 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu
cost about $8.3. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Groucho's Deli:

Where do I begin? The Apollo Dipper was excellent, I was told it was a classic! The side sauce was a perfect
pairing. Great staff and a good beach/family vibe! I talked to this extremely helpful guy at the counter, he seemed
to know the menu well. I normally don’t leave reviews but he had the best attitude so I felt the need to leave this
review. Great guy and great food! First time at a Groucho’s and will for sure b... read more. What User doesn't

like about Groucho's Deli:
I'm sorry. 2 slices of super thin ham paid an additional $1.39 extra for paper thin cheese slice on pretty needle

roggen. husbands very simple chicken salad was about 1 suffocating tablespoons on brot. only water to drink. I
gave 2 stars because packaged chips pickle ok. oh. our bill was $30 before the tipp. filz has fought. read more.
For the small hunger in between, Groucho's Deli from Mount Pleasant offers tasty sandwiches, small salads,
and other small dishes, as well as hot and cold drinks, Additionally, you save time with the variety of prepared

delicacies without having to skimp on enjoyment.
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Veggie�
VEGGIE ITALIAN SUB $7.9

Sandwic� klei� Ø 26c�
CAPRESE SANDWICH $8.5

Marke� Fres� Sandwiche�
REUBEN

Ingredient� Use�
TOMATOES

Grouch�'� Health� Lifestyl�
FIESTA POWER BLEND $1.5

CHICKEN POWER PITA $9.5

Popular Item�
STP DIPPER $9.5

APOLLO DIPPER $9.3

THE DELI CLUB $10.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PANINI

TURKEY

Sandwiche�
BACON AND TURKEY CLUB $10.0

CORNED BEEF DELI SANDWICH $8.5

PASTRAMI DELI SANDWICH $8.5

TURKEY SANDWICH
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Monday 11:00 -21:00
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Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
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